
The Feast of winter veil

    This is The number one guide to make money during the feast of winters veil. Have 

you ever wondered if you could use the holidays to make money? Well you can and 

the secret is small eggs . These rake in the gold during the feast of winter veil using 

this recipe [recipe:gingerbread cookie] this recipe can be bought from any smokey 

pastures vendor during winter veil. This will allow you to make [gingerbread cookie]. 

so in order to make tons of money buy [Holiday Spices] for each small egg you have. 

Then cook gingerbread cookies on any fire and you can sell them for 1 gold each on 

opening day and 1 gold for 5 sells practically instantly on every day. Another great 

money maker is to buys tons of [recipe: gingerbread cookie], [recipe: Egg Nog], and 

[recipe: hot apple cider]. Then after winter veil is over for a couple of months list 

them on the auction house for tons of pure prophet, because if cooks want the recipe 

they will have to wait a year unless they buy them on the auction house, and since 

those recipes require holiday spices buy them too and sell them at the same time as 

you sell the recipes. People buy the gingerbread cookies because they are too lazy to 

make them for one small quest so you can use their laziness to rake in the gold. The 

best place by far to get small eggs are the strigid screechers which drop about 90% of 

the time and most drop not one but two! These owls can be found just outside 

darnassus and are really low levels, for a map of where these are click strigid 

screechers above. Using these techniques you can literally make thousands of gold 

from as little as 1 silver. I personally have made 100 gold using these techniques by 

just selling the gingerbread cookies. In case you do not know how to get to Darnassus 

just follow my guide.

Getting to Darnassus

    To get to Darnassus is quite simple although many can't figure it out. To start out 

our journey go to Loch Modan and take the northern most eastern going path that 

leads to the wetlands. Follow the path into the Wetlands to the north and follow the 

signs to Menethil harbor. It is quite a long trek and may take 20 minutes if walking is 

your only option. Once you arrive in Menethil harbor grab the flight path and take the 
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easternmost boat to Darkshore. When you get to Darkshore you will be on a t shaped 

dock. Walk straight ahead of where you got off and take the boat to Rut'Theran 

village. When you get there get the flight path and walk through the portal. 

Congratulations you are now in Darnassus or if you are a night elf trying to leave 

simply do what I said in reverse.

 

 


